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Genome Analysis

An Integrative Approach to Genomic
Introgression Mapping1[W][OA]
Andrew J. Severin2, Gregory A. Peiffer2, Wayne W. Xu, David L. Hyten, Bruna Bucciarelli,
Jamie A. O’Rourke, Yung-Tsi Bolon, David Grant, Andrew D. Farmer, Gregory D. May, Carroll P. Vance,
Randy C. Shoemaker, and Robert M. Stupar*
Department of Agronomy, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 50011 (A.J.S., G.A.P., R.C.S.); Minnesota
Supercomputing Institute, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 (W.W.X.); Soybean
Genomics and Improvement Laboratory, United States Department of Agriculture-Agricultural Research
Service, Beltsville, Maryland 20705 (D.L.H.); United States Department of Agriculture-Agricultural Research
Service, Plant Research Unit, St. Paul, Minnesota 55108 (B.B., J.A.O., Y.-T.B., C.P.V.); United States Department
of Agriculture-Agricultural Research Service, Corn Insects and Crop Genetics Research Unit, Ames, Iowa
50011 (D.G., R.C.S.); National Center for Genome Resources, Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505 (A.D.F., G.D.M.);
and Department of Agronomy and Plant Genetics, University of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minnesota 55108 (C.P.V.,
R.M.S.)
Near-isogenic lines (NILs) are valuable genetic resources for many crop species, including soybean (Glycine max). The
development of new molecular platforms promises to accelerate the mapping of genetic introgressions in these materials. Here,
we compare some existing and emerging methodologies for genetic introgression mapping: single-feature polymorphism
analysis, Illumina GoldenGate single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) genotyping, and de novo SNP discovery via RNA-Seq
analysis of next-generation sequence data. We used these methods to map the introgressed regions in an iron-inefficient soybean
NIL and found that the three mapping approaches are complementary when utilized in combination. The comparative RNA-Seq
approach offers several additional advantages, including the greatest mapping resolution, marker depth, and de novo marker
utility for downstream fine-mapping analysis. We applied the comparative RNA-Seq method to map genetic introgressions in an
additional pair of NILs exhibiting differential seed protein content. Furthermore, we attempted to optimize the comparative
RNA-Seq approach by assessing the impact of sequence depth, SNP identification methodology, and post hoc analyses on SNP
discovery rates. We conclude that the comparative RNA-Seq approach can be optimized with sufficient sampling and by utilizing
a post hoc correction accounting for gene density variation that controls for false discoveries.

Near-isogenic lines (NILs) are valuable genetic resources for the identification of genomic regions and
alleles responsible for trait variation. This is particularly true within the soybean (Glycine max) community, where NILs can be utilized to map the genomic
regions responsible for the phenotypic variation of
numerous traits, including seed composition, nutrient
deficiency tolerance, maturity, and several others
(Bernard et al., 1991).
Historically, the mapping of NIL introgression sites
has relied on a wide range of electrophoresis-based
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molecular tools, including isozyme, RFLP, amplified
fragment length polymorphism, and simple sequence
repeat (SSR) analyses (Muehlbauer et al., 1989, 1991;
Molnar et al., 2003; Nichols et al., 2006). More recently,
automated genotyping technologies have accelerated
the efficiency of genetic mapping. Such methods, including single feature polymorphisms (SFP) analysis of
microarray data and single nucleotide polymorphism
(SNP)-based genotyping methods, have been successfully applied to the mapping of soybean NILs and other
mapping populations (Hyten et al., 2008; Kaczorowski
et al., 2008; Bolon et al., 2010). However, the mapping
resolution of all of these platforms is limited by the
location and depth of informative markers available for
a given species. Additionally, many of the markers will
not be polymorphic for the specific set of genotypes
utilized in a NIL introgression study.
The recent sequencing of the soybean genome
(Schmutz et al., 2010) and recent advances in nextgeneration sequencing (NGS) technologies have the
potential to overcome some of these limitations. Comparative NGS analyses of NILs with their respective
parental lines offers the possibility of identifying SNP
polymorphisms that are unique to each NIL-parent
group. Furthermore, comparative NGS analyses offer
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a potentially greater marker depth than previous
mapping methods. Direct RNA sequencing (RNASeq) via NGS allows for these goals to be accomplished
at a lower cost, as the sequence coverage per SNP will
be enriched within transcribed regions, thereby reducing the total amount of sequence required to confidently identify true polymorphisms.
In this study, we have attempted to map the introgression loci of the soybean NIL IsoClark (PI 547430)
relative to its recurrent parent Clark (PI 548533). Previous studies of Clark and IsoClark NIL have characterized the differences between these lines at multiple
levels of resolution, including morphological and
transcriptional differences (O’Rourke et al., 2007a,
2007b, 2009). Compared with Clark, IsoClark is an
iron-inefficient line, putatively caused by the introgression of iron-inefficient genetic material from the
donor line T203. Iron deficiency chlorosis remains a
problem of great economic importance for soybean
growers (Hansen et al., 2003). Therefore, the ClarkT203-IsoClark family represents a soybean NIL family
of both scientific and economic importance. Here, we
have examined several genotyping technologies to
improve the mapping of T203 introgression sites
in IsoClark. Furthermore, we have applied our RNASeq-based methods toward mapping the introgression
of two additional soybean NILs exhibiting seed composition differences (Nichols et al., 2006). We have
compared some of the existing (Affymetrix SFP and
Illumina GoldenGate) and emerging (Illumina NGS)
technologies for soybean introgression mapping and
speculate on what methods and analytical tools will be
most useful in the postgenomic era.

RESULTS
Introgression Mapping Using Affymetrix SFPs

Affymetrix SFP analysis was used to identify putative T203 introgressions in the NIL genotype IsoClark.
SFPs between Clark and IsoClark were considered

indicative of potential T203 introgression sites. We
compared 10-d and 14-d root transcripts from Clark
and IsoClark, each grown hydroponically in ironsufficient and iron-limiting conditions (see “Materials
and Methods”). This analysis identified four obvious
SFP clusters in the IsoClark genome, on chromosomes
3, 5, 8, and 16 (Table I; Fig. 1). Based on these analyses,
it appears that the T203 introgression on chromosome
3 is the largest of the four. Eleven additional SFPs were
identified outside of these clusters and were scattered
throughout the genome (Fig. 1). These SFPs were inferred to be false positives unless validated by additional genotyping platforms.
Introgression Mapping Using the Illumina
GoldenGate Platform

The Illumina GoldenGate genotyping platform was
used to identify putative T203 introgressions in IsoClark. SNPs between Clark and IsoClark were considered indicative of potential T203 introgression sites.
This analysis identified seven loci that were polymorphic between Clark and IsoClark (Table I; Fig. 1). Four of
these seven loci had been previously identified as likely
introgressions based on SFP analysis. One of the remaining loci, on chromosome 13, colocalized with a solo
SFP. The two remaining loci, near the top of chromosome 8 and toward the bottom portion of chromosome
4, did not colocalize with any previously identified SFP
(Table I; Fig. 1).
Introgression Mapping Using Two SNP Calling Methods
on a Single Library of Illumina RNA-Seq Data

Illumina RNA-Seq data were used to identify putative T203 introgressions in IsoClark. SNPs identified
de novo between Clark and IsoClark transcripts were
mapped to the soybean reference genome, and their
genomic positions were considered as potential T203
introgression sites. Altogether, RNA-Seq SNP discovery was performed in four ways: single-library comparisons using method 1 (see description below and in

Table I. Introgression mapping comparison
Comparison of Clark-IsoClark polymorphism rates at larger introgression sites using three different genotyping platforms. The number of SNPs
identified from the RNA-Seq data depends on the SNP-calling algorithm and the number of libraries compared (single-library comparisons versus
four-library comparisons). The RNA-Seq method 1 and method 2 analyses protocols are described in “Materials and Methods.” N/A, Not applicable.
Chromosome

Gm03
Gm04
Gm05
Gm08
Gm08
Gm13
Gm16
Other
Total
4

Position

Approximate
Size

Mb

Mb

36.3–45.8
44.7–45.6
38.2–39.5
2.0–3.5
43.8–47.0
35.5–35.9
30.4–31.9
N/A
N/A

9.2
1
1
1.5
3.2
0.5
1.5
N/A
N/A

SFP

Golden
Gate

RNA-Seq
Single Library
(Method 1)

RNA-Seq
Four Library
(Method 1)

RNA-Seq
Single Library
(Method 2)

RNA-Seq
Four Library
(Method 2)

13
0
4
0
7
1
6
10
41

15
1
2
4
1
1
3
0
27

105
7
15
1
0
10
21
13
172

120
21
24
2
8
24
48
14
261

102
6
17
1
2
7
23
97
255

204
23
34
14
17
23
50
104
469

Genomic Introgression Mapping
Figure 1. Chromosomal positions of Affymetrix SFPs and GoldenGate SNPs identified between Clark and IsoClark.
Chromosomes are labeled at the top according to number, and centromere positions are shown as white circles. Red lines
indicate the physical map positions of
Affymetrix SFPs, and blue lines indicate
the physical map positions of GoldenGate
SNPs. Genomic regions coincident for
both SFPs and SNPs are indicated with
yellow boxes, and genomic regions exhibiting only GoldenGate SNPs are indicated
with white boxes.

“Materials and Methods”), four-library comparisons
using method 1, single-library comparisons using
method 2 (see description below and in “Materials
and Methods”), and four-library comparisons using
method 2. This approach allowed us to compare the
sensitivity and accuracy of RNA-Seq SNP discovery
across different analytical methods and sequence
depths.
For the single-library comparisons, Illumina NGS
was performed on the RNA isolated from the 10-d
iron-limiting root samples, resulting in 30,897,337
short-read sequences. These sequences were then
aligned to the soybean genome (Glyma1.01 genome
assembly) to identify SNPs between Clark and IsoClark in protein-coding regions. SNPs were considered indicative of T203 genomic introgression sites.
Two methods were used to identify SNPs and to gain a
measure of confidence in the SNPs determined by each
method.
Method 1 used the program SOAP2 (Li et al., 2009b)
to align the short-read sequences to the soybean genome (Schmutz et al., 2010). SNPs were then identified from the SOAP2 alignment using the program
SOAPsnp (Li et al., 2009a). Only unique alignments
were considered. SNPs were screened for a minimum
base-call quality score of 10 and average quality score
of 20. For further filtering requirements, see “Materials
and Methods.”
Method 2 used the program GSNAP (Wu and Nacu,
2010) to align the short-read sequences to the soybean
genome. GSNAP can handle short-read sequences that
fall over splice junctions. All mismatches from the best
alignment for a read were tallied in a database, and a
reporting script required the potential SNP to meet the
following criteria: a minimum of two unique alignPlant Physiol. Vol. 154, 2010

ments, average quality score of 20, and a minimum of
80% of the reads uniquely aligned to the position
calling the SNP within a sample. For further filtering
requirements, see “Materials and Methods.”
There were 172 SNPs identified by method 1 (Supplemental Table S1) and 255 SNPs identified using
Method 2 (Supplemental Table S2) when applied to
the 10-d root RNA-Seq single-library comparison. The
putative introgression sites previously identified by
SFP and GoldenGate SNP analyses accounted for 159
of the 172 SNPs identified using method 1 and 158 of
the 255 SNPs identified using method 2 (Table I). Thus,
the larger introgression sites identified using SFP and
GoldenGate analyses were generally confirmed by the
SNPs called by each method, particularly the sites on
chromosomes 3, 5, and 16 (Table I). Introgression sites
on chromosomes 4 and 13, which were tentatively
identified by SFP and/or GoldenGate analyses, were
strongly confirmed by the RNA-Seq data (Table I).
Surprisingly, the two chromosome 8 introgression sites
identified by SFP and/or GoldenGate analyses were
not strongly supported by the RNA-Seq SNP data
obtained from this single-library comparison (Table I).
Introgression Mapping Using SNP Data from Multiple
Illumina RNA-Seq Libraries

To determine if the quantity of the short-read sequence data for identifying introgression sites was
limiting sensitivity, we analyzed eight additional Illumina RNA-Seq data sets using method 1 and method
2, four from Clark and four from IsoClark plants
grown for 19 d, after which the plants were exposed to
iron-sufficient and iron-limiting conditions for 24 h.
We refer to this comparison as the “four-library com5
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parison.” The 19-d root and leaf data set contained
91,303,822 short-read sequences. Therefore, this experiment included four times the number of experimental
conditions and approximately three times the number
of short-read sequences than were used in the RNASeq single-library comparison described in the previous section.
The RNA-Seq four-library comparison of the 19-d
samples identified 261 SNPs with method 1 (Supplemental Table S3) and 469 SNPs with method 2 (Supplemental Table S4). The method 1 SNPs appeared
primarily in the larger introgression sites, with only 14
located outside of these regions. The method 2 SNPs
were found outside of the larger introgressions at a
substantially higher frequency (Table I); the locations
of these SNPs were scattered across the genome. Both
method 1 and method 2 identified the two introgression sites on chromosome 8 that were essentially
missed by the single-library comparison (Table I).
However, the method 2 analysis identified these sites
at a much higher frequency.
Without a substantial accumulation of SNPs in one
region in the genome or the coincidental overlap of
Affymetrix SFPs or Illumina GoldenGate polymorphisms with the NGS SNPs, it may be difficult to
distinguish between a site of introgression and an
RNA-Seq false-positive SNP call. This problem is further confounded by variations in gene density along
each chromosome. In order to identify all or nearly all
of the prominent T203 introgression sites, a statistical
method for distinguishing between introgression sites
and false positives randomly scattered across the
genome was required.
Accounting for Gene Density Increases the Sensitivity of
Introgression Mapping

The RNA-Seq data identified SNPs based on shortread sequences taken from protein-coding regions. To
account for gene density and to provide a statistical
measure of SNP clustering, an algorithm for SNP clustering utilizing a “bootstrap method” was developed.
The simulated density of SNPs that might be found
within a chromosomal interval by random chance
was determined by choosing genes at random with
replacement. For example, if 204 SNPs were identified on chromosome 3, then the positions of 204 genes
from chromosome 3 were chosen at random with
replacement. The position of the gene was estimated
by averaging the start and end coordinates. This
process was repeated 1,000 times to obtain an estimate of the mean SNP density and SD for a given
interval. Intervals in the genome that contained a
significantly higher density of SNPs than would be
expected at random were inferred to be introgressed.
An interval was considered to contain a significantly
higher density of SNPs if there were three or more
SNPs in the interval and the number of SNPs was
greater than 3 SD above the mean SNP density expected by random chance for a given interval. When
6

the bootstrap method was applied to SNPs identified
using method 1 and method 2 on the RNA-Seq singlelibrary comparison (10-d root), significant intervals
were identified on chromosomes 3, 4, 5, 13, and 16
(Fig. 2, A and B). SNPs identified using method 1 and
method 2 from the RNA-Seq four-library comparison
(19-d root and leaf) revealed the same introgression
sites and additional sites on chromosome 8 (Fig. 2, C
and D). The introgression sites identified in the bootstrap method are conservative estimates of the full
introgression site but account for 80% of the singlelibrary SNPs and 93% of the four-library SNPs identified in Table I.
These data suggest that the quantity and coverage of
short-read sequences present in the RNA-Seq fourlibrary comparison may alone be sufficient to identify
the same introgression sites as were determined from a
combination of SFP, GoldenGate, and RNA-Seq singlelibrary comparison. More SNPs pass through the filtering criteria with the increased number of reads from the
RNA-Seq four-library comparison. Additionally, the
sensitivity of the RNA-Seq four-library comparison is
aided by the sampling of RNA from different tissue
types, ensuring that a more comprehensive set of
transcripts (and genome space) was surveyed as compared with the single-library comparison.
Application of the Advanced NGS Introgression
Mapping on a Second NIL Pair

To further validate our method for determined
introgression sites, we performed the method 2 analysis followed by the bootstrapping post hoc method
on an additional set of two NILs, HiPro and LoPro.
The two NILs, derived by introgressing Glycine soja
into a soybean background (see “Materials and
Methods”), exhibit differential seed protein content
(Nichols et al., 2006; Bolon et al., 2010). In this case,
we were interested in identifying differential introgression patterns between the two lines; therefore, the
RNA-Seq SNP comparison was performed directly
between HiPro and LoPro, rather than between the
NILs and the soybean recurrent parent.
Twenty-eight libraries taken from a variety of
tissues and seed developmental stages were included
in the RNA-Seq SNP analysis. These data included
97,637,480 short-read sequences. Within this seed
protein NIL data, 387 SNPs were identified (Supplemental Table S5). Approximately 40% (153 out of the
387 SNPs) were located within genomic regions determined to be significant based on our bootstrap
algorithm. The remaining SNPs in each experiment
were randomly scattered across the genome. Our
method was able to easily identify the well-known
introgressed region on chromosome 20 (Nichols et al.,
2006; Bolon et al., 2010). It also identified regions on
chromosome 16 and chromosome 18 that were previously unknown (Fig. 3). SNP GoldenGate analysis
on HiPro and LoPro validated all three of these
introgressions (data not shown).

Genomic Introgression Mapping

Figure 2. (Legend appears on following page.)
Plant Physiol. Vol. 154, 2010
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Introgression Validation

The IsoClark introgression sites on chromosomes 4,
5, 13, and 16 were confirmed through resequencing by
PCR amplification of Clark, IsoClark, and T203 DNA
(the introgression on chromosome 3 is well established
and did not require further validation). Additionally,
candidate introgressions were also validated with
SSR markers. SSR markers BARCSOYSSR_04_1282,
BARCSOYSSR_04_1286, BARCSOYSSR_04_1297, and
BARCSOYSSR_04_1299 were polymorphic between
Clark and IsoClark on chromosome 4. Similarly, SSR
markers Sat_217 and Sat_271 were polymorphic on
chromosome 5. SSR marker Satt228 was polymorphic
on chromosome 8 (nucleotide position 45,272,500).
SSR marker Satt490 was polymorphic on chromosome 13. SSR markers BARCSOYSSR_16_1047,
BARCSOYSSR_16_1057, BARCSOYSSR_16_1059, and
BARCSOYSSR_16_1070 were polymorphic on chromosome 16. All markers and positions were developed by Song et al. (2004, 2010) and are available on
Soybase (http://soybase.org). Only the predicted introgression between 2.0 and 3.5 Mb on chromosome
8 was not confirmed through resequencing or SSR
markers due to problematic primers or lack of SSR
markers in that region. This region, however, has
additional support from Illumina GoldenGate SNP
data. A similar introgression validation was performed for the HiPro and LoPro NILs. Resequencing
by PCR amplification confirmed the candidate introgression on chromosome 16 but was unable to confirm
the introgression on chromosome 18 (the introgression
on chromosome 20 is well established and did not
require further validation). However, all three of these
introgressions have been validated by GoldenGate
SNP data (see previous section).

DISCUSSION
Comparison of SFP, SNP GoldenGate, and NGS
RNA-Seq for Genetic Introgression Mapping

The Affymetrix SFP and Illumina GoldenGate SNP
methodologies are established as genetic mapping
approaches that are far more efficient than electrophoresis-based methods for genome-wide mapping applications (Hyten et al., 2008; Kaczorowski et al., 2008;
Bolon et al., 2010). In our introgression mapping for
the IsoClark NIL, the SFP and GoldenGate platforms
primarily identified an overlapping set of putative
introgression sites (Fig. 1). The GoldenGate platform

identified seven introgression sites, which were validated in subsequent experiments, indicating that this
platform is robust for introgression mapping. The SFP
analysis identified five of these seven sites. However, the SFP analysis also identified 10 polymorphic
markers outside of these larger introgressions, some
of which are believed to be false positives.
The SFP and GoldenGate SNP mapping approaches
are relatively efficient and inexpensive. However, in
our analyses, the Affymetrix SFP and GoldenGate platforms identified a relatively small number of polymorphic markers (Table I). The low number of markers
limits our ability to resolve the introgression boundaries and leaves open the possibility of missing smaller
introgressions altogether.
The RNA-Seq methodologies clearly identified a
much greater number of polymorphic loci within the
known introgression sites (Table I). The increased
marker coverage allowed us to identify the introgression boundaries at a higher resolution. The two introgressions on chromosome 8, however, were exceptional
in this regard. The introgression at positions 2.0 to 3.5
Mb was easily identified by the GoldenGate approach,
and the introgression at positions 43.9 to 47.0 Mb was
easily identified by the SFP approach. It is unclear what
properties of the chromosome 8 introgressions caused
this phenomenon; the gene content and transcription
levels are both relatively high in these regions (Libault
et al., 2010; Schmutz et al., 2010; Severin et al., 2010). The
other five larger introgressions were most clearly identified by the RNA-Seq approach, regardless of which of
the four RNA-Seq analyses was considered.
Importantly, the RNA-Seq approach offers two important benefits that standardized mapping platforms
do not. First, the SNP markers identified via RNA-Seq
are specific to the genetic materials of interest. By
contrast, the soybean GoldenGate SNP panel is derived from different genetic materials than was used in
our study; many of the 1,536 SNPs would be nonpolymorphic between our original parents, Clark and
T203, and therefore would be uninformative for this
study. The RNA-Seq data, however, identify SNPs that
are necessarily polymorphic between our genetic materials of interest. The SNPs identified de novo by
RNA-Seq can be directly used for fine-mapping on
subsequent generations of this material using a custom
SNP genotyping platform, like the MassARRAY (Sequenom) or SNPlex (Applied Biosystems) platform
(Ding and Jin, 2009). Second, the RNA-Seq data may
be mined for transcriptional differences or genetic
alterations between Clark and IsoClark that may iden-

Figure 2. Significant intervals of SNP clustering between the Clark and IsoClark lines were found on six chromosomes, 3, 4, 5, 8,
13, and 16, as determined from the bootstrap method. Chromosomes are labeled on the left according to number, and
centromere positions are shown as white circles. Vertical boxes indicate 500,000-nucleotide intervals. The number of SNPs
found in each interval is indicated above the interval. A, Clustering of SNPs obtained from the 10-d root data using method 1 on
the single-library comparison. B, Clustering of SNPs obtained from the 10-d root data using method 2 on the single-library
comparison. C, Clustering of SNPs obtained from the 19-d root and leaf data using method 1 on the four-library comparison. D,
Clustering of SNPs obtained from the 19-d root and leaf data using method 2 on the four-library comparison.
8
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Figure 3. Significant clusters of SNPs for the seed protein lines were found on three chromosomes, 16, 18, and 20, as determined
from the bootstrap method. Chromosomes are labeled on the left according to number, and centromere positions are shown as
white circles. Vertical boxes indicate 500,000-nucleotide intervals. SNPs were identified via method 2. The number of SNPs
found in each interval is indicated above the interval. SNPs were clustered from the seed protein RNA-Seq data that contained 14
libraries for each NIL.

tify candidate genes that drive the differential iron
susceptibility observed between the lines. The Affymetrix data will also allow for the analysis of transcript
differences; however, the RNA-Seq data provide a
larger sampling of transcripts and also permit the
possible identification of frame-shift or nonsense mutations within introgressed loci.
We noted two primary drawbacks to the RNA-Seq
approach. First, this technology is currently more
expensive than using standardized platforms. This
problem should be mitigated in the near future, as
NGS is expected to become more affordable and
accessible. Second, this approach targets mRNA transcripts; therefore, our marker depth is necessarily
biased for gene-rich regions. Although we have applied a bootstrapping method to correct for gene
density biases, severely gene-poor regions may not
be represented in our analyses. Additionally, exonic
regions tend to have more highly conserved sequences
than noncoding regions. Introgression mapping could
be improved if the NGS technology was used directly
on DNA rather than RNA. With current technology,
this would provide better genomic coverage but may
not provide the sequence depth required for confident
SNP identification at a reasonable cost. A more costeffective strategy would be to perform comparative
NGS on reduced representation genomic DNA libraries (Van Tassell et al., 2008; Fu et al., 2010; Hyten et al.,
2010a). As sequencing technologies improve and the
cost per library decreases, the limitations of sequencing depth and read length will no longer be an issue.
Altogether, our data indicate that the RNA-Seq
approach offers the greatest depth and resolution for
mapping most genomic introgressions; however, the
SFP and GoldenGate approaches were more efficient
for mapping certain introgressions. The combination
of SFP, GoldenGate, and RNA-Seq data does not
necessarily ensure that we have identified all the
introgressed loci in these NILs. For example, when we
combined the unique SNPs identified using method
1 and method 2, we noted that a cluster of four SNPs
was identified within an approximately 480-kb interval
on IsoClark chromosome 2 (positions 42.35–42.83 Mb).
Plant Physiol. Vol. 154, 2010

Intuitively, it would appear that these SNPs may define
a genetic introgression; however, this region was not
identified as significant by our bootstrap analyses using
each method (1 and 2) individually. Using the methods
described here, introgressions greater than 0.5 to 1.0 Mb
can be efficiently mapped with relatively high resolution, assuming that there is an adequate level of sequence polymorphism between the parental lines.
However, it may be difficult to identify introgressions
that are small, located within gene-poor regions, or
located within regions of low diversity between parental lines. Identification of such introgressions, such as
the putative introgression on IsoClark chromosome 2,
may require “manual” rather than automated analytical
approaches, along with sufficient validation.
Optimizing NGS RNA-Seq for Genetic
Introgression Mapping

We tested the impact of three different factors on
RNA-Seq introgression mapping: (1) sequence depth;
(2) SNP identification methodology; and (3) post hoc
analysis accounting for gene density.
Clearly, the RNA-Seq method is more effective for
introgression mapping when the sequence depth and
tissue sampling range are expanded. Our data indicate
that our four-library comparison with different tissue
types and treatments identified greater than 1.5 times
more SNPs than a single-library comparison (Table I).
Consequently, introgression sites that were either
poorly identified or not identified in the single-library
analysis (namely, the two introgressions on chromosome 8) were more confidently identified in the fourlibrary comparison.
We applied two different SNP identification methodologies to the RNA-Seq data, generically called method
1 and method 2 (see “Materials and Methods”). The
two methods were each applied to the RNA-Seq singlelibrary and four-library comparisons of Clark and
IsoClark. These two identification methods appeared
to offer an interesting tradeoff in benefits. Method
1 appeared to be the more conservative approach, as
it identified fewer SNPs. However, only 5% to 7% of the
9
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SNPs were located outside of the putative larger introgression regions identified by SFP and GoldenGate
genotyping; it is unclear what proportion of these SNPs
represent false-positive calls. Method 2 appeared to be
the more liberal method, identifying far more SNPs
than method 1 (Table I). A high percentage of SNPs fell
outside of the putative larger introgressions (approximately 22%–38%), indicating that this method may
foster a higher rate of false discoveries. However,
method 2 was more effective at identifying recalcitrant
introgressions, primarily the two chromosome 8 introgressions. It is worth noting that the differential SNP
discovery rates of method 1 and method 2 are not
necessarily a function of the algorithms used (Li et al.,
2009a, 2009b; Wu and Nacu, 2010) but are also influenced by the stringency of the identification parameters. Thus, either method could be performed with
greater or reduced stringency, as needed by the user.
The post hoc bootstrap method was used to distinguish true introgressions from false discoveries by
accounting for regional SNP clustering rates and gene
density differences across the genome. This method
proved most valuable when applied to the method 2
SNP calls, as this was the more permissive identification method and presumably identified a higher relative rate of false positives. The bootstrap method, when
applied to the method 2 four-library comparison SNPs,
identified all of the seven larger introgressions, including the recalcitrant introgressions on chromosome 8.
The data analyses presented here covered a range of
tissues and conditions and were performed on a wellstudied organism with a set of high-quality predicted
gene models. Our analyses indicate several regions of
introgression that have been confirmed for two different NILs. However, had the number of expressed
genes been significantly lower than what is found in
our data sets, it may have been prudent to only use
expressed genes, rather than every gene predicted in
the genome, when accounting for gene density with
our bootstrap method.
CONCLUSION

In this report, we show that SFP, Illumina GoldenGate, and RNA-Seq are complementary methods for
identifying genetic introgressions in NILs. We show
that the depth of coverage of SNPs identified from NGS
RNA-Seq technology in combination with a bootstrapping method is an effective tool for identifying introgression sites. As new NGS technologies arise (Eid
et al., 2009; Rusk, 2009) and become more affordable,
NGS of genomic DNA at greater depth will become
feasible for mapping purposes.

NIL pair selected for differential seed protein. The iron-efficient parent line
Clark (PI 548533) and the iron-inefficient NIL IsoClark (PI 547430) have been
extensively described in previous studies (O’Rourke et al., 2007a, 2007b, 2009).
The IsoClark NIL was derived from crossing Clark with iron-inefficient T203
(PI 54619), followed by five subsequent backcrosses to Clark. Subsequent selfmating yielded the iron-inefficient NIL IsoClark.
The seed protein NIL pair was derived from introgressing Glycine soja
(PI468916) into soybean (A81-356022) and has been described previously
(Nichols et al., 2006; Bolon et al., 2010). The BC5F5 plant P-C609-45-2-2 was
heterozygous for the LG I protein quantitative trait locus (QTL) introgression
from G. soja. The derived BC5F6 NILs segregated for the LG I protein QTL
introgression. The BC5F6 line LD04-15154 (HiPro) maintained the introgression and the corresponding high seed protein phenotype. The BC5F6 line
LD04-15146 (LoPro) segregated out the QTL introgression and exhibited the
low seed protein phenotype.

RNA Sampling of Clark and IsoClark Root Tissues
from Iron-Sufficient and Iron-Limiting Conditions
(10 d and 14 d)
Clark and IsoClark were grown in hydroponic conditions as described by
O’Rourke et al. (2009). Both genotypes were exposed to two different hydroponic treatments, iron sufficient [100 mM Fe(NO3)3] and iron limiting [50 mM Fe
(NO3)3]. Roots were collected and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen following 10
and 14 d of growth. [The iron-limiting 14-d sample was switched to a 100 mM
Fe(NO3)3 treatment at day 12.] RNA samples were purified from both Clark
and IsoClark root tissues using the TRIzol method (Invitrogen) and DNase
treated with the Ambion DNA-free kit according to the manufacturer’s
instructions (Applied Biosystems/Ambion). The samples were then further
purified using the RNeasy mini kit (Qiagen). These RNA samples are referred
to as the “10-d root” and “14-d root” samples, respectively.

RNA Sampling of Clark and IsoClark Tissues following
Iron Shock (19-d Root and Leaf)
Clark, IsoClark, and T203 seeds were germinated using germination paper
soaked in water for 6 d in a growth chamber set at 27°C. Plants were grown in
hydroponic conditions as described by O’Rourke et al. (2009) in the greenhouse for 13 d, which coincided with the fully open first trifoliate. At this time,
the plants were placed in either iron-sufficient or iron-deficient conditions.
Briefly, the plant roots were rinsed in six buckets of water for 15 s minimum in
each bucket and then returned to a fresh hydroponic bucket either sufficient in
iron [100 mM Fe(NO3)3·9H2O] or deficient in iron [50 mM Fe(NO3)3·9H2O].
Plants were grown for 24 h in their new iron environment, where the
trifoliates, trifoliolates, and roots were harvested, placed in individual tubes
and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at –80°C. Total RNA was
isolated using the RNeasy mini kit (Qiagen) following the Qiagen protocol for
everything except the final elution step, which was extended by 5 min to
optimize RNA concentration. Quality was checked using a NanoDrop Spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific). These RNA samples from root and leaf in
iron-sufficient and iron-deficient conditions are referred to as the “19-d”
samples.

RNA Sampling of the Seed Protein NIL
Seeds from NILs generated from soybean (A81-356022) and G. soja
(PI468916) specific for the LG I seed protein QTL were grown in growth
chambers to mimic Illinois field growing conditions, as described by Bolon
et al. (2010). Briefly, 14 tissues that included seven stages in seed development
were harvested from the two NILs: HiPro (LD0-15154) and LoPro (LD015146), with high and low seed protein phenotypes. RNA was extracted as
described by Bolon et al. (2010). These RNA samples are referred to as the
“HiPro” and “LoPro” NIL samples.

SFP Analysis
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plant Materials
Two pairs of soybean (Glycine max) NILs were used in this study: (1) a NIL
line selected for differential iron deficiency chlorosis susceptibility; and (2) a
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The 10-d and 14-d root RNA samples were labeled and hybridized to the
Affymetrix GeneChip Soybean Genome Array according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Three biological replicates for each genotype and treatment were collected and hybridized. All data are accessible at http://www.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/ under accession number GSE22227.

Genomic Introgression Mapping

SFPs between Clark and IsoClark were identified based on the Affymetrix
data as described previously (Xu et al., 2009). SFPs between Clark and
IsoClark identified at any of the four levels of comparison (10-d iron sufficient,
10-d iron limiting, 14-d iron sufficient, or 14-d iron limiting) were included in
the downstream SFP analyses. The Affymetrix SFP probe sets were mapped
back to the Williams 82 soybean genome reference sequence (Schmutz et al.,
2010). T203 genomic introgressions into IsoClark were inferred based on SFP
colocalization clusters.

Illumina GoldenGate Mapping
Clark, IsoClark, and T203 DNA samples were purified using the Qiagen
DNeasy method according to the manufacturer. These DNA samples were
genotyped using the Illumina GoldenGate Universal Soy Linkage Panel
(USLP 1.0) of 1,536 SNP loci for soybean, as described previously (Hyten
et al., 2010b).

NGS SNP Discovery Using Method 2
For comparison, the software GSNAP (Wu and Nacu, 2010) was also used
for SNP discovery between Clark and IsoClark genotypes on the RNA-Seq
single-library comparison (the same 10-d iron-limiting root samples used for
method 1) and the 19-d four-library comparison. Briefly, Clark and IsoClark
reads from Illumina sequencing were each aligned to the soybean genome
sequence using GSNAP. The alignment program was set to allow for alignment over a splice junction. Alignments of short-read sequences without at
least 34 matches were not considered. The following requirements were also
needed for a SNP to be called: a minimum of two unique alignments calling
the SNP, average base-call quality of 20, and minimum of 80% of the reads
uniquely aligned to the position calling the SNP. SNPs were further screened
for a minimum short-read coverage of four and a difference in allelic
frequency between the NILs of 50%. The protocol described is referred to as
the RNA-Seq method 2.

Illumina NGS of RNA

Statistical Significance and Visualization of SNP Clusters

The Illumina NGS platform was used to identify SNPs between Clark and
IsoClark. The three Clark and IsoClark RNA biological replicates from the
10-d root tissues in the iron-limiting condition were pooled within each
genotype and submitted for NGS analysis. Similarly, the 19-d root and leaf
RNA samples grown in iron-sufficient and iron-deficient conditions were each
pooled among three biological replicates within each genotype and submitted
for NGS analysis. Therefore, eight different pooled samples from the 19-d
study were sequenced, consisting of Clark root and leaf in stressed and
unstressed conditions and IsoClark root and leaf in stressed and unstressed
conditions.
RNA-Seq data acquisition from Illumina sequencing methods was carried
out by the National Center for Genome Resources. These techniques along with
RNA-Seq data analysis methods for the seed protein NILs have been described
by Severin et al. (2010). Briefly, poly(A)-containing RNA isolated from total RNA
was converted to cDNA. Illumina adapters were added by ligation and size
selected by electrophoresis for approximately 500-bp fragments. The purified
DNA libraries were PCR amplified for 15 cycles and assessed by Nanodrop ND1000 for quality and quantity before loading onto an Illumina flow cell. Short
reads of 36 bp were obtained and processed through image analysis, base-calling
quality filtering, and per base confidence scores. Sequence reads were then
aligned to the 83 soybean genome sequence assembly.

A specific number of SNPs were found on each chromosome using method
1 and method 2. To determine which regions on the chromosome had a
significantly higher density of SNPs than might be found by random chance,
the same number of SNPs found on each chromosome was simulated using a
bootstrapping protocol (Supplemental File S1). Since the sequence used to
identify SNPs was taken from protein-coding regions, the locations of the
simulated SNPs were generated from the average position of each gene on the
chromosome chosen at random. Each chromosome was divided into 500,000nucleotide tandem intervals, resulting in a total of 1,908 intervals analyzed
across the 20 chromosomes. The average number of simulated SNPs and SD
within each 500,000-nucleotide interval was determined from 1,000 simulations. SNPs in an interval were considered significant if the number of SNPs
was greater than 3 SD above the simulated SNPs in the interval and the total
SNP count in the interval was three or more. Once the intervals with
significant SNP clustering were determined, these regions were plotted onto
a scaled version of each chromosome using the rectangle-drawing function in
R. The protocol described is referred to as the bootstrap method.

NGS SNP Discovery Using Method 1
Software SOAP2 (Li et al., 2009b) and SOAPsnp (Li et al., 2009a) were used
for SNP discovery between Clark and IsoClark genotypes using an RNA-Seq
single-library comparison (the 10-d iron-limiting root samples). A customized
pipeline was developed for this analysis. Briefly, 15,260,698 36-base read
sequences of Clark and 15,636,639 reads of IsoClark from Illumina sequencing
were aligned to the soybean genome sequence (Schmutz et al., 2010) using
SOAP2. Only the unique alignment hits were selected by setting the program
parameter r = 0. All position loci of the alignment files were screened by
SOAPsnp for SNPs and pair compared between Clark and IsoClark. The
potential SNPs were selected using the criteria of minimum base-call quality
of 10, average quality of 20, and minimum best hits of four. The SNP was not
allowed to be an ambiguous base (e.g. SNP ¹ “N”).
In order to plot the SNP alignment, all short-read sequences that encompassed the SNP positions were extracted from the original Illumina read files.
For each SNP, the short reads of Clark and IsoClark and the 68-base genomic
sequences that encompass the SNPs in the middle were aligned by using
emma of the EMBOSS suite (Rice et al., 2000). The aligned sequences were
plotted using the EMBOSS prettyplot program.
The locations of the SNPs discovered were extracted, and an R script was
created for mapping these SNPs onto soybean chromosomes using a 1,000base window size. The protocol described is referred to as the RNA-Seq
method 1.
To determine the difference in sensitivity between an RNA-Seq singlelibrary comparison and a four-library comparison, method 1 was also applied
to the four 19-d samples of Clark and IsoClark: root under iron-sufficient
conditions, root under iron-limiting conditions, leaf under iron-sufficient
conditions, and leaf under iron-limiting conditions. The pooled 19-d samples
contained 32,030,175 36-base read sequences in Clark and 59,273,647 read
sequences in IsoClark.

Plant Physiol. Vol. 154, 2010

Laboratory Confirmation of Genomic Introgressions
Identified in Silico
Genomic regions identified as candidate introgressions were identified,
and a small portion of the sequence in the region was extracted from Soybase
(http://soybase.org). Primers were used to PCR amplify Clark, IsoClark, and
T203 DNA. PCRs were conducted using a touchdown method starting with a
60°C annealing temperature and decreasing by 0.5°C each cycle for 29 cycles.
Choice Taq (Denville Scientific) was used, and PCRs were at concentrations
according to the manufacturer’s protocol.
PCR products were cleaned using an exonuclease 1 and shrimp alkaline
phosphatase method. Cleaned PCR products were used in a cycle sequencing
reaction. The sequencing protocol was adapted from the Applied Biosystems
BigDye Terminator version 3.1 Cycle Sequencing kit. Sequencing was done on
an Applied Biosystems 3730xl 96-capillary 50-cm array DNA analyzer. Sequence was end trimmed using Applied Biosystems Sequence Analysis
version 5.2. Sequence ends were trimmed until fewer than four of 20 bases
had quality scores less than 20. The sequences generated from each primer
pair were aligned using Sequencher version 4.9 (Gene Codes Corporation).
Additionally, SSR markers were chosen from Soybase (http://soybase.org)
in candidate regions of introgression in the IsoClark line. PCRs were
conducted using a touchdown method starting with a 60°C annealing temperature and decreasing by 0.5°C each cycle for 29 cycles. Choice Taq (Denville
Scientific) was used, and PCR was at concentrations according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Bromphenol blue loading dye was added to the PCR and
loaded onto a 6% polyacrylamide gel run at 250 V for 2.5 h. Bands were
visualized at 312 l using a grayscale digital camera (Scion Corporation). The
lowest band was scored and compared with 10- and 100-bp ladders.

Supplemental Data
The following materials are available in the online version of this article.
Supplemental Table S1. SNPs identified by method 1 on the single-library
comparison.
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Supplemental Table S2. SNPs identified by method 2 on the single-library
comparison.
Supplemental Table S3. SNPs identified by method 1 on the four-library
comparison.
Supplemental Table S4. SNPs identified by method 2 on the four-library
comparison.
Supplemental Table S5. SNPs identified by method 2 on the seed protein
NIL pair.
Supplemental File S1. Script used to determine intervals of significant
SNP density based on a bootstrap method.
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file:///Users/andrewseverin/Desktop/IntrogressionPaper/suppTables/Script_S1/SNPsource.txt

#This file contains small scripts required to run SNPscript.R I have found many of these functions are also useful for other analyses.
#This script was written in the R programming language to determine intervals of significant SNP density based on a bootstrap method.
#Required input for the script is a list of SNPs with chromosomal positions. Output of the script is similar to Figure 2 and Figure 3.
#Created on 04/06/10 by Andrew Severin andrewseverin@gmail.com
#Iowa State University

#########################################################
#This function will give the index number in a matrix given the rowname.
IndexFromGeneCall<-function(inputmatrix,rowname){
match(rowname,rownames(inputmatrix),nomatch=0)
}

#########################################################
#plotting function
#this function will generate intervals of significant clustering of SNPs on soybean chromosomes scaled to the longest chromosome.
ChromosomePlot<-function(chromosomelength,intervalstart,intervalend,intervalheight,maxNumGenesInCluster,maxchromosomelength,binScales,currentBinScale,SNPcoords){
#The axis labels require resizing depending on the width of the plot
#the following is an estimate of the resizing required
if (maxchromosomelength<750000){
XcexVar<-1
}
if (maxchromosomelength>750000 & maxchromosomelength<12000000){
XcexVar<-(-0.3125)*log(maxchromosomelength/1000000)+0.91
}
if (maxchromosomelength>12000000){
XcexVar<-.1
}

#I make use of the rect function that has input as (xleft, ybottom, xright, ytop)
#keep in mind everything is scaled to Gm18, the largest chromosome
xleft=(1/maxchromosomelength)*intervalstart
ybottom=0
width=(intervalend-intervalstart)/maxchromosomelength
averagepos<-(intervalend+intervalstart)/(2*maxchromosomelength)
average<-(intervalend+intervalstart)/(2)
xright=xleft+width
ytop=intervalheight/maxNumGenesInCluster
rect(0,0,chromosomelength/maxchromosomelength,-0.04)
rect(SNPcoords/maxchromosomelength,0,SNPcoords/maxchromosomelength ,-0.04,lwd=.1)
rect(xleft,ybottom,xright,ytop,border="black",col=rainbow(length(binscales))[which(binscales==currentBinScale)])
text(chromosomelength/(2*maxchromosomelength),-.02,labels=paste("chromosome",i),cex=.5)
text(SNPcoords/maxchromosomelength-2000/maxchromosomelength,-.02,labels=rownames(SNPcoords),cex=XcexVar,srt=90)
axis(1,tick=T,at=intervalstart/maxchromosomelength,labels=intervalstart,cex.axis=XcexVar,las = 2,lwd=.5)
axis(2,tick=T,at=seq(0,1,1/maxNumGenesInCluster),labels=0:maxNumGenesInCluster,cex.axis=.8)
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#this draws the chromosome on the bottom
#this draws the location of each SNP
#Significant Intervals of SNPs
#chromosome name
#location of each Interval
#axis 1
#axis 2

file:///Users/andrewseverin/Desktop/IntrogressionPaper/suppTables/Script_S1/SNPsource.txt

ablineMulti<-function(i){abline(i,0,col="darkgrey",lwd=.1)}
sapply(seq(0,1,2/maxNumGenesInCluster),ablineMulti)
}

#Creates a grid at 2 SNP intervals
#sapply to create the grid

#########################################################
#this function is not used in the SNPscript but is a handy little function.
#Used in a similar script for clustering genes.
identifyGenesOnChromosomeForSoybean<-function(GeneList){
#this loop identifies all gene model names (glymas) on a specified chromosome
if (i<10){
glymas<-GeneList[grep(paste("0",i,"g",sep=""),GeneList)]
}else{
glymas<-GeneList[grep(paste(i,"g",sep=""),GeneList)]
}
return(glymas)
}
identifySNPSOnChromosomeForSoybean<-function(snpList,chromosomeNumber){
#this loop identifies all SNPs on a specified chromosome
if (chromosomeNumber<10){
snps<-snpList[grep(paste("Gm0",chromosomeNumber,sep=""),rownames(snpList)),]
}else{
snps<-snpList[grep(paste("Gm",chromosomeNumber,sep=""),rownames(snpList)),]
}
return(snps) #this will return the snp matrix that corresponds only to the chromosome of interest
}

#########################################################

#this section will take the same number of genes and simulate how the genes will fall into the bins based on the 1000(or numofsims) random collections of genes
simulateData<-function(numofsims,AllGeneCalls,geneCoordinates,SNPS,chromosomeNumber){
#matrix for storing simulations
genesAll<-identifyGenesOnChromosomeForSoybean(AllGeneCalls)
genesSample<-sample(genesAll,dim(SNPS)[1]*numofsims,replace=T)
AllindexCoords<-function(i){IndexFromGeneCall(geneCoordinates,genesSample[i])}
sampleIndex<-sapply(1:length(genesSample),AllindexCoords)
genesSample<-matrix(genesSample,ncol=dim(SNPS)[1])
sampleIndex<-matrix(sampleIndex,ncol=dim(SNPS)[1])
return(list(genesSample=genesSample,sampleIndex=sampleIndex))
}
#########################################################
#Boostrap function for clustering on a chromosome
#generation of the bin sizes across the chromosome
clusterByBoostrap<-function(chromosomelength,binsize,geneIndexValues,SNPCoordinates,AllGeneCalls,numofsims,bootData){
print(SNPCoordinates)
numBins<-floor(chromosomelength/binsize)
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#this section will calcluate how many of of the SNPs we are interested in fall into each bin
breaks1<-seq(0,chromosomelength,binsize)
chromBinsFind<-findInterval(SNPCoordinates,breaks1, rightmost.closed=T)
chromBins<-hist(chromBinsFind,breaks=seq(0,length(breaks1),1),plot=F)$counts
print(chromBins)
sampleIndex<-bootData$sampleIndex

#actual data

chromBinsSample<-matrix(0,numofsims,length(breaks1))
#simulated data
for (j in 1:numofsims){
#generation of the bin sizes across the chromosome for the simulated data
breaks1<-seq(0,chromosomelength,binsize)
chromBinsSam<-findInterval(geneCoordinatesAve[sampleIndex[j,]],breaks1, rightmost.closed=T)
chromBinsSample[j,]<-hist(chromBinsSam,breaks=seq(0,length(breaks1),1),plot=F)$counts
}
#Average and standard deviation of the simulated data
chrombinsAve<-colMeans(chromBinsSample)
chrombinsSD<-sd(chromBinsSample)

#this section is the determination of the bins that are significant
over3stdev<-which((chromBins-(chrombinsAve+3*chrombinsSD))>0)
over3stdevBy<-(chromBins-(chrombinsAve+3*chrombinsSD))[over3stdev]
over3stdevZscore<-round(((chromBins-(chrombinsAve))[over3stdev])/chrombinsSD[over3stdev],2)
#this if statement is required in case no intervals are found to be significant
if (length(over3stdev)==0){
print("No significant intervals found")
return(0)
}else{
significantIntervals<-matrix(c(breaks1[over3stdev],breaks1[over3stdev]+binsize),length(over3stdev),2)
}
#append number of genes in the bin and the zscore to significantIntervals
significantIntervals<-matrix(cbind(significantIntervals,chromBins[over3stdev],over3stdevZscore),ncol=4)
significantIntervals<-matrix(significantIntervals[sort(significantIntervals[,1],index.return=T)$ix,],ncol=4)
significantIntervals<-matrix(significantIntervals[which(significantIntervals[,3]>1),],ncol=4)
print(significantIntervals)
if(dim(significantIntervals)[1]==0){
return(0)}else{
return(significantIntervals)
}
}
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#This script is used to cluster SNPs onto Soybean chromosomes. Requires SNPsource.R and .RDataSNP
#This script was written in the R programming language to determine intervals of significant SNP density based on a bootstrap method.
#Required input for the script is a list of SNPs with chromosomal positions. Output of the script is similar to Figure 2 and Figure 3.
#Created on 04/06/10 by Andrew Severin andrewseverin@gmail.com
#Iowa State University

#required libraries
library(gplots)
source('SNPsource.R')
load(".RDataSNP")
#starting parameters
dir<-"./"
numofsims<-3
SNPsofInterest<-read.table('./exampleSNPsFile.txt')
numberOfChromosome<-20

#list with SNPs of interest
#this variable will allow you to loop through the first X chromosomes (see for loop below)

#this section is optional if you would like to have multiple bin sizes uncomment
#StartingBinsize<-6000000
#important the the vector in this forloop results in binsizes that include the binsizes before it
#binscales<-c(1,2,6,12,60,120)
#for binsize 6M 3M 1M 500K 100K 50k
#For multiple bin sizes comment out this block of code
StartingBinsize<-500000
#Here I chose just one binsize
binscales<-c(1)

#variables calculated from the input parameters
geneCoordinatesAve<-matrix(round((geneCoordinates[,3]+geneCoordinates[,4])/2),ncol=1)
rownames(geneCoordinatesAve)<-rownames(geneCoordinates)
chromosomelengthAll<-chrom[,4]
maxchromosomelength<-max(chrom[,4])
significantIntervalsOrig<-0

#this for loop will cycle through each chromosomes.
for (i in 1:numberOfChromosome){
#for (i in numberOfChromosome:numberOfChromosome){
dir.create(paste("./",i,sep=""))
chromosomelength<-chromosomelengthAll[i]

#This line can be uncommented if you want to run it on a specific chromosome
#create directory to export outfiles

maxNumGenesInCluster<-0
SNPs<-identifySNPSOnChromosomeForSoybean(SNPsofInterest,i)
if (dim(SNPs)[1]<3){
print(SNPs)

#initiate a variable that will be needed later for plotting
#this function will identify the SNPs on each chromosome as it goes through the loop
#No need to look at chromosomes that do not have at least 3 SNPs
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next()
}
bootData<-simulateData(numofsims,AllGeneCalls,geneCoordinates,SNPs,i)

#generate the simulated data (See SNPsource for code)

#binSize (for loop) will cycle through the binsizes determined above
for (b in binscales){
binsize<-StartingBinsize/b
print(binsize)
appendtofilename<-paste("_",binsize/binscales,sep="")
SNPcoords<-SNPs[,1]

#this variable is used for the outputfiles to distinguish between bins
#for retrieval of the coordinates of the SNPs of interest

#function to do bootstrap method
significantIntervals<-clusterByBoostrap(chromosomelength,binsize,geneCoordinatesAve,SNPcoords,AllGeneCalls,numofsims,bootData)
print(significantIntervals)
if (b==binscales[1]){
#open a pdf file
pdf(file=paste(i,"/chrom",i,"ALL",".pdf",sep=""),paper="special",height=7,width=100)
plot(0:1, 0:1, type="n", axes=FALSE, ann=FALSE)
}
#if there are no significant Intervals go to the next binsize in the loop
if(significantIntervals==0){
next
}
#This block estimates the required Y dimension for plotting and works for most cases
if (maxNumGenesInCluster==0){
maxNumGenesInCluster<-max(significantIntervals[,3])+1
}

#required input variables for the plotting function. ChromosomePlot can be found in SNPsource.
intervalstart<-significantIntervals[,1]
intervalend<-significantIntervals[,2]
intervalheight<-significantIntervals[,3]
currentBinScale<-b
ChromosomePlot(chromosomelength,intervalstart,intervalend,intervalheight,maxNumGenesInCluster,maxchromosomelength, binScales, currentBinScale,SNPcoords)
if(b==binscales[length(binscales)]){
#now that the plotting is finished, close the pdf file
dev.off()
}
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#write to file gene lists with intervals that are significant
colnames(significantIntervals)<-c('intervalstart','intervalend','numberInInterval','ZscoreaboveBootstrap')
write.table(significantIntervals,file=paste(i,"/clusterTable",i,appendtofilename,".txt",sep=""),append=T,quote=F,col.names=T)
}
#this commands save the R sessions for each chromosome into each chromosome folder respectively.
save.image(file = paste(i,"/.RData",i,sep=""))
}
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#the two columns are identical required to read in as a table in the script
position position
Gm01_53617124 53617124 53617124
Gm02_5687687 5687687 5687687
Gm02_42350182 42350182 42350182
Gm03_36460374 36460374 36460374
Gm03_36554101 36554101 36554101
Gm03_36559857 36559857 36559857
Gm03_36559926 36559926 36559926
Gm03_36560002 36560002 36560002
Gm03_36952394 36952394 36952394
Gm03_36959955 36959955 36959955
Gm03_36996777 36996777 36996777
Gm03_36997184 36997184 36997184
Gm03_36997185 36997185 36997185
Gm03_37024958 37024958 37024958
Gm03_37027198 37027198 37027198
Gm03_37144398 37144398 37144398
Gm03_37165409 37165409 37165409
Gm03_37827399 37827399 37827399
Gm03_37828684 37828684 37828684
Gm03_37828791 37828791 37828791
Gm03_37832228 37832228 37832228
Gm03_37863675 37863675 37863675
Gm03_38065066 38065066 38065066
Gm03_38083417 38083417 38083417
Gm03_38117453 38117453 38117453
Gm03_38117485 38117485 38117485
Gm03_38132996 38132996 38132996
Gm03_38136913 38136913 38136913
Gm03_38170431 38170431 38170431
Gm03_38173719 38173719 38173719
Gm03_38173815 38173815 38173815
Gm03_38174150 38174150 38174150
Gm03_38174157 38174157 38174157
Gm03_38718231 38718231 38718231
Gm03_38718672 38718672 38718672
Gm03_38942920 38942920 38942920
Gm03_38942927 38942927 38942927
Gm03_39788794 39788794 39788794
Gm03_39788799 39788799 39788799
Gm03_39790874 39790874 39790874
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Gm03_39795164 39795164 39795164
Gm03_39795203 39795203 39795203
Gm03_39964048 39964048 39964048
Gm03_39966061 39966061 39966061
Gm03_39967974 39967974 39967974
Gm03_39986148 39986148 39986148
Gm03_39993121 39993121 39993121
Gm03_40055679 40055679 40055679
Gm03_40056070 40056070 40056070
Gm03_40131229 40131229 40131229
Gm03_40131350 40131350 40131350
Gm03_40132046 40132046 40132046
Gm03_40154304 40154304 40154304
Gm03_40154315 40154315 40154315
Gm03_40160427 40160427 40160427
Gm03_40172340 40172340 40172340
Gm03_40179701 40179701 40179701
Gm03_40211426 40211426 40211426
Gm03_40371846 40371846 40371846
Gm03_40459321 40459321 40459321
Gm03_40462434 40462434 40462434
Gm03_40462640 40462640 40462640
Gm03_40585266 40585266 40585266
Gm03_40585499 40585499 40585499
Gm03_40586108 40586108 40586108
Gm03_40587775 40587775 40587775
Gm03_40600203 40600203 40600203
Gm03_40600256 40600256 40600256
Gm03_40603941 40603941 40603941
Gm03_40628097 40628097 40628097
Gm03_40656449 40656449 40656449
Gm03_40676583 40676583 40676583
Gm03_40676856 40676856 40676856
Gm03_40678154 40678154 40678154
Gm03_40683015 40683015 40683015
Gm03_40685721 40685721 40685721
Gm03_40785291 40785291 40785291
Gm03_40785299 40785299 40785299
Gm03_40823593 40823593 40823593
Gm03_40874888 40874888 40874888
Gm03_40886333 40886333 40886333
Gm03_40889026 40889026 40889026
Gm03_40906651 40906651 40906651
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Gm03_41007691 41007691 41007691
Gm03_41007937 41007937 41007937
Gm03_41008255 41008255 41008255
Gm03_41008442 41008442 41008442
Gm03_41008459 41008459 41008459
Gm03_41171468 41171468 41171468
Gm03_41185505 41185505 41185505
Gm03_41223681 41223681 41223681
Gm03_41228284 41228284 41228284
Gm03_41228321 41228321 41228321
Gm03_41234338 41234338 41234338
Gm03_41274006 41274006 41274006
Gm03_41275788 41275788 41275788
Gm03_41982791 41982791 41982791
Gm03_42142835 42142835 42142835
Gm03_42179147 42179147 42179147
Gm03_42224757 42224757 42224757
Gm03_42224778 42224778 42224778
Gm03_42243466 42243466 42243466
Gm03_42243699 42243699 42243699
Gm03_42672131 42672131 42672131
Gm03_45026222 45026222 45026222
Gm03_45416367 45416367 45416367
Gm03_45503654 45503654 45503654
Gm03_45516926 45516926 45516926
Gm04_44787569 44787569 44787569
Gm04_45061509 45061509 45061509
Gm04_45090419 45090419 45090419
Gm04_45152573 45152573 45152573
Gm04_45157974 45157974 45157974
Gm04_45380790 45380790 45380790
Gm04_45594453 45594453 45594453
Gm05_38251772 38251772 38251772
Gm05_38278658 38278658 38278658
Gm05_38279366 38279366 38279366
Gm05_38280387 38280387 38280387
Gm05_38337295 38337295 38337295
Gm05_38402327 38402327 38402327
Gm05_38432746 38432746 38432746
Gm05_38433427 38433427 38433427
Gm05_38433580 38433580 38433580
Gm05_38589019 38589019 38589019
Gm05_38596037 38596037 38596037
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Gm05_38913395 38913395 38913395
Gm05_38913666 38913666 38913666
Gm05_39082457 39082457 39082457
Gm05_39082469 39082469 39082469
Gm06_5721969 5721969 5721969
Gm06_5721970 5721970 5721970
Gm08_3461787 3461787 3461787
Gm09_6112681 6112681 6112681
Gm10_38131569 38131569 38131569
Gm10_38131571 38131571 38131571
Gm10_47783606 47783606 47783606
Gm12_3862466 3862466 3862466
Gm12_38459068 38459068 38459068
Gm13_35524268 35524268 35524268
Gm13_35617464 35617464 35617464
Gm13_35823484 35823484 35823484
Gm13_35823512 35823512 35823512
Gm13_35823533 35823533 35823533
Gm13_35823811 35823811 35823811
Gm13_35835159 35835159 35835159
Gm13_35862124 35862124 35862124
Gm13_35862205 35862205 35862205
Gm13_39517326 39517326 39517326
Gm14_28088505 28088505 28088505
Gm15_3100509 3100509 3100509
Gm16_30464934 30464934 30464934
Gm16_30479527 30479527 30479527
Gm16_30539483 30539483 30539483
Gm16_30539518 30539518 30539518
Gm16_30539519 30539519 30539519
Gm16_30626524 30626524 30626524
Gm16_31191863 31191863 31191863
Gm16_31204160 31204160 31204160
Gm16_31204451 31204451 31204451
Gm16_31225684 31225684 31225684
Gm16_31461554 31461554 31461554
Gm16_31475163 31475163 31475163
Gm16_31476359 31476359 31476359
Gm16_31827645 31827645 31827645
Gm16_31827884 31827884 31827884
Gm16_31827991 31827991 31827991
Gm16_31828137 31828137 31828137
Gm16_31829738 31829738 31829738
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Gm16_31840753 31840753 31840753
Gm16_31840819 31840819 31840819
Gm16_31842815 31842815 31842815
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